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Use cases – Australia SmartGates

1. AI empowered the Australian Border Force (ABF) application

✔ AI is used in many ways to improve customer’s and citizen’s interactions with government and 

support government decision-making. The Australian Border Force (ABF) uses SmartGates which 

allows for the biometric identification of travellers and rapid facilitation of low-risk travellers through the 

border. By using facial recognition software and ePassports, powered by AI, to process individuals, 

this enables the ABF to focus their efforts and resources on high-risk travellers. 
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Use cases - Government Online-Offline Shanghai

1. AI empowered “two exemptions from submission”

✔ This service has greatly reduced the number of documents that must be provided to complete several 

administrative services. All the documents, certificates, licenses issued by Shanghai government 

agencies are exempted from submission. Materials for which has a digital version are exempted from 

the submission of paper versions. 

✔ Applicants can retrieve from the GOS website or the “Suishenban” App the digital documents needed 

for their applications (e.g., ID cards, business licenses, construction permits, etc.). When applying for 

services, such documents can be shown at the counters of the administrative service centers by using 

the “Present Certificate” (亮证)

✔ AI Enabler - machine learning to retrieve and verify the data contained in the municipal database of 

electronic certificates and associate them to the applicants; the use of OCR, Natural Language 

Processing (the capacity of machines to interpret, classify, manipulate, and generate language), 

robotic process automation (automating tasks that are largely rule-based, structured and repetitive 

using software robots), and algorithmic systems that automatically pre-check the information without 

human intervention. 
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Use cases - Government Online-Offline Shanghai

2. AI empowered “enjoy without applying” (免申即享) 

✔ This is an application for predictive service delivery that leverages big data analytics and AI to identify 

enterprises and citizens eligible to enjoy policy benefits, such as students in difficulty, the disabled, 

the elderly or retired soldiers. Shanghai is planning to progressively extended this application to other 

users, so that eligible parties can enjoy policy benefits and public services automatically or after 

confirming their willingness to apply, without any other initiatives being required. 

✔ AI Enabler - robotic process automation (automating tasks that are largely rule-based, structured and 

repetitive using software robots), and algorithmic systems that automatically identify who are eligible 

for the policy and will push the policy benefit to the citizen and enterprises. 
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Use cases – One Net for Urban Management

1. Flood Management

✔ Shanghai Municipal Urban Operation Center coordinates relevant 

agencies and units through this One Net for Urban Management 

Platform.

✔ Data has been collected in real time from 157 water level monitoring 

points, 550 rainfall monitoring points, 26 meteorological collection 

points, and video surveillance cameras. This information is 

combined with data from 1,418 drainage pumping stations, nearly 

28,000 kilometers of underground drainage pipe network, 736 

evacuation points, 64 flood-prone points, 14,000 residential 

communities, and more than 100 flood control teams and vehicles 

that are connected to each other through the Internet of Things. 

✔ AI Enabler – AI algorithms suggests the optimal routes for 

dispatching the pump trucks to the flooded areas according to early 

warnings and the data analysis from the Urban Management 

platform; In some cases the algorithms may judge whethere the 

flood was caused by the leave covered rain grate.
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GDS

Medical Committee Data Base Recommendations POC

● Medical committees make decisions about what’s needed for  a patient. These committees are made up of 
various kind of doctors and there are 25 -30,000 committees)

● An AI model was developed to look at past decisions and recommendations to doctors . By analysing the 
historical data, patterns and trends can be identified. These patterns might include factors that contribute to 
certain medical conditions, risk factors for complications, responses to different treatments, and more.

● Based on the patterns and insights derived from the data, healthcare professionals can create more 
personalized treatment plans for patients. For example, if historical data indicates that patients with similar 
characteristics have responded well to a particular treatment, that treatment might be recommended for a new 
patient with similar characteristics.



GDS

What was the action or solution to help solve the challenge?

● The process involved structured patient data present in various documents, including PDFs, which proved insufficient 

to train the model directly. These PDFs were of varying quality. To address this, the team first converted the PDFs into 

text format and then filtered out documents that were irrelevant. The team established a structured process to extract 

the required data. This data served as the foundation for building an AI model. The aim was to comprehend the 

workings of this process and assess its efficacy. As the project progressed, the process was refined to enhance its 

accuracy.

● One crucial aspect was matching medical terms, like connecting "lumbago" with "lower back." We developed a working 

prototype that's operational and continuously improving. We accumulated a substantial volume of medical records and 

employed term matching, leveraging historical data to predict future trends.

● Privacy concerns were not a major issue as the data that citizens already give  to national security, rather than being 

stored in the cloud. Patient interest is integral, as they can cross-check their documents, while doctors benefit from 

consistent decision-making.

● The landscape might evolve, considering a significant infrastructure project in the pipeline to implement cloud 

technology. This could potentially alter the approach and enhance the existing framework.

.
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Benefits
Work is progressing on establishing the benefits but early evidence shows that 

● Historical data can help healthcare professionals tailor treatment plans to individual patients based on their 
medical history, response to treatments, and other relevant factors. This is leading to more effective and efficient 
care

● Past data provides a foundation for evidence-based decision-making. Healthcare practitioners are using the data 
to support their clinical judgments and make informed choices about diagnostics, treatments, and interventions.

● tailoring treatment plans based on past data can reduce trial and error in finding the right treatment, leading to 
shorter hospital stays, fewer unnecessary tests, and potential cost savings.

Possible general risks
● Medical practices and knowledge evolve over time. What worked in the past might not be the best approach today 

due to advancements in medicine and changes in disease patterns.
● Healthcare decisions are often complex, involving a mix of medical, ethical, and patient preference factors. Relying 

solely on past data might oversimplify these decisions.
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Challenge
● Officers from the whole of government, including MCCY, are required to draft replies for parliamentary questions (PQs)

raised during monthly parliamentary sittings. In 2022 alone, MCCY received more than 150 PQs.

● PQ staffing is time-consuming and cognitively heavy. Officers use the Hansard website to get responses to similar past

PQs, try to understand the MP’s interest in filing the specific PQ, and craft the response and supplementary information.

This often requires ~10 hours of intense mental activity. If given a tight timeline, officers will have to work overtime or

conduct less research.



Action 
The “PQ Assistant” tool that Singapore built includes the following: Q&A bot:Tapping on LLMs and Langchain, the bot semantically

identifies relevant past PQs based on the question posted and develops a response from the past PQs identified. This ensures that

the response provided is aligned with past government positions, rather than quoting sources from open sources e.g. Wikipedia.
Langchain is an open-source framework that allows developers to combine LLMs with external data. First, it converts large amounts of text data

into embeddings and stores them in vector databases. These embeddings can then be used in conjunction with the LLM, allowing the LLM to

reference entire databases when coming up with its answers. This enables LLMs to have access to more up-to-date and specific data and to be

used for more customised purposes.

Outcomes
The MCCY Forward Deployed Team (FDT) developed a “PQ Assistant” web tool to support officers on the PQ staffing process. The

tool achieved the following:

1. More than 8x reduction of research effort and cognitive load in drafting first cut PQ reply: Officers can now have the tool

propose a first cut reply for the upcoming PQ and/or answer relevant questions as part of officers’ background research work.

The tool will also cite the list of past PQs and budget cuts that it is basing the reply on, enabling officers to fact check and make

amendments as necessary.

1. Significantly improves sensemaking and policy coordination through visualisation and trend analysis: Officers can also

tap on the tool to support their day-to-day sensemaking work. This facilitates proactive policy coordination. For instance, with

the charts provided, officers can get an overview of the MPs that have been actively filing PQs to each Ministry over a given

time frame. They can also do a keyword search and get a sense of the ministries that have provided PQ responses related to

the keyword.

While the problem statement and proof of concept were first developed by the team in MCCY, DSAID intends to develop this as

central product to serve agencies across the whole of government.





Figure 1: Example of response provided by the PQ Assistant.  The bot will provide a draft response to the PQ. Under the Research Outline section, it will also 
identify a list of questions and responses related to the PQ and cite the relevant sources from past PQs and budget cuts. This significantly reduces the 

research effort and cognitive load required from officers to draft the first cut PQ reply. 



Summarisation and Data visualisation (Figure 2). We also tapped on LLMs to summarise the past PQs of interest to officers. Along

with the charts developed, this allows officers to get headliners and an overview of developments to help identify emerging issues and

improve policy coordination.



Since ChatGPT plugins were announced in March 2023, companies like Expedia, Kayak and

OpenTable have used them to enable individuals to access their services via ChatGPT. These

plugins are APIs that ChatGPT can call to retrieve external information, which it can then use to

respond to users. This enables ChatGPT to go beyond its training data when formulating

responses and reduces the likelihood of hallucinations.

To test out the possibilities of LLM-powered chatbots for the delivery of jobs and skills insights

(e.g. for citizens or career coaches), we experimented with ChatGPT plugins. Specifically, we

developed two plugins to deliver jobs and skills insights and support job or course searches.

What we did

● Using course data from MySkillsFuture portal and SSG’s proof-of-concept (POC) knowledge

graph that links occupation and skills data based on Singapore’s national skills taxonomy,

the DSAID FDT at SSG developed a plugin that enabled ChatGPT to pull SSG’s skills insights

while in conversation with users.

● For example, when a user asks ChatGPT whether one should switch from an accountant to a

data scientist role, ChatGPT can intelligently call

● SSG’s knowledge graph to reply with skills and salary insights (see Figure 11).



Figure 11: Using ChatGPT to provide answers about 
a possible occupation transition. The boxes “Used 
NJSI Beta by SSG” indicate that ChatGPT queried 
the plugin. ChatGPT paraphrased the information 

returned by the plugin to answer the user.

Alongside the skills and salary information,

ChatGPT – drawing on our plugins – can follow up

to ask if the user would be interested in relevant

courses and introduce those from the

MySkillsFuture portal (Figure 12). These are

hyperlinked directly to the relevant MySkillsFuture

course pages.



Figure 12: Using ChatGPT to retrieve courses

If users want to find out what available jobs there are from MCF,
they can also discover this in conversation with ChatGPT (see Figure
13). This draws on another plugin developed centrally by DSAID that
links to the latest MCF job posts.

Figure 13: Using ChatGPT to retrieve jobs using the 
job search plugin

The plugin is shown as “unverified” as it has not been approved by 
OpenAI for use by a general audience. Unverified plugins can only be used 
by a limited number of users with ChatGPT+ “developer” accounts





What we did

Experimenting with these plugins enabled us to explore how LLMs could be used to deliver more

personalised and efficient user experiences. However, these experiments also revealed important

caveats:

● Limited accessibility: Only ChatGPT+ users with paid accounts can use plugins and only those

with plugin developer access (granted by OpenAI) can develop plugins.

● ChatGPT sometimes calls the plugins incorrectly: ChatGPT as a black-box AI model decides

whether and when to use the plugins, based on the context of the conversation and what it

knows about the plugins. Sometimes, if ChatGPT fails to understand the context or plugins, it

calls the plugins incorrectly.

● Risk of hallucination remains: Sometimes, ChatGPT will make up answers when the plugins

are incorrectly called and do not return any information. In other instances, when ChatGPT gets

confused about the conversation, it disregards information from the plugins and simply makes up

its own answers. As such, the risk of hallucinations, while minimised, remains.

As LLMs and generative AI continue to develop rapidly, the potential for using them to enhance the

delivery of insights and services to citizen will only grow. We will continue to work with jobs and

skills agencies to understand and consider how such technologies could potentially transform

service delivery, and we invite other agencies to do the same.



MSF Social Report Companion: Improving Efficiency for Case Workers with
GPT-4

● The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted many areas of our lives, and one significant area is the
increase in demand for social services. MSF has been at the forefront of providing support to
those in need. However, the increased caseloads have put a strain on MSF's case workers.

● MSF's Transformation Division is collaborating with the LaunchPad team to develop a social
report drafting prototype called the Social Report Companion (SRC). The prototype leverages
the latest GPT-4 model to convert officers’ point form case notes into structured reports. One of
the key features of the SRC is its ability to handle Restricted/Sensitive-Normal information and
its automated personal identifiable information (PII) detection and redaction capabilities,
ensuring that sensitive client information is protected.

● By reducing time spent on paperwork, this enables MSF case workers to spend more time on
actual interventions for their clients. MSF will be running a pilot with a group of beta users to
gather more feedback on the prototype. If successful, the SRC has the potential to revolutionize
the way social reports are written, allowing case workers to focus more on their clients’ needs
instead of the paperwork.
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